INFO-PRO LENDER SERVICES | REAL ESTATE TAX SERVICES

Simplify processes.
Work confidently.
Let us guide you.

At Info-Pro, we guide hundreds of financial institutions through complicated
processes with smart, intuitive solutions. From self-service to full-service
options, we help you achieve compliance while saving time. You can feel
confident in your work, focus on your client relationships, and know we’re
optimizing your workflow determination information so you can adhere to
strict compliance regulations.

Delinquent tax services
Industry-leading accuracy ensures timeliness
of verifying tax payments were made on
time. With our extensive property tax
tracking expertise and smart, Info-Exchange
technology, we help identify and track
potential exposures in your portfolio.

We provide:
Annual delinquent
audit with detailed
reporting

Info-Pro Lender Services
1325 S. Main Street, Fond du Lac, WI 54935

Additional rechecks
on delinquent
borrowers

Phone 888-393-0393
Fax 920-924-9219

Tools to create
customized
notification letters

Email sales@info-pro.com
Web www.info-pro.com
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Escrow services
Manually collecting and processing escrow
information is a tedious and time-consuming
task. We simplify that process by bridging
the relationship between you and numerous
tax agencies.

We provide:
24/7 access to
industry-leading
technology,
Escrow Advisor

System notification
indicating new
data or action
required within
Escrow Advisor

Reports, payment
instructions,
payment files, wire
instructions, and
exceptions right at
your fingertips

Portfolio verification
A single mistake can lead to damaging
repercussions. Leverage our nationwide
partnerships for complete data verification.

We provide:
Cooperative relationships with
tax agencies nationwide to
validate portfolio data

Detailed and printable reporting
that outlines audit results

Info-Pro takes “the complex” and make it easy. We collect and integrate data from
the 26,000+ property tax authorities nationwide into a user-friendly software platform,
enabling financial institutions to easily identify property tax delinquencies and pay
escrow taxes.
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